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ABSTRACT

Common volume visualization methods mostly guarantee a high
quality rendering of volume data with integrated object specific per-
voxel based rendering. Especially, in medical or engineering data
not only the representation of surfaces of visible volume objects
are of particular interest, but also possible volume objects which
are actually hidden by other objects in the view direction could
contain important information. Thus, volume object occlusion be-
comes very important in volume visualization applications.

This report presents an efficient implementation using
(Importance-Driven Volume Rendering - IDVR)to render all vol-
ume objects along the view direction in relation to the associated
object importance values. Due to the higher importance of specific
volume objects particular parts of objects with less importance will
be cut or suppressed in their transparency if they are in front of
more important object. Thus, the user is able to clearly view those
important but hidden objects, regardless which view direction has
been chosen.

IDVR actually is an addition to the common rendering pipeline
and thus can be efficiently combined with other known vol-
ume visualization methods, in particular with realistic and non-
photorealistic shading methods. Considering highly complex vol-
ume data sets containing various different volume objects, theIDVR
enhancement of our application will introduce an easy solution to
take care of entirely visualize individually defined volume objects
despite of any occlusion and from which view direction they are
looked at.

Keywords: Direct Volume Rendering, Two-Level Volume Ren-
dering, Importance-Driven Volume Rendering, Contour Rendering,
Tone Rendering

1 INTRODUCTION

To directly convey the informational contents of volumetric scalar
fields various volume visualization methods have been developed
in the last couple of years. These visualization methods are able to
include different attributes of the volumetric data into the render-
ing process based upon the specific informational context the user
might need. Since the advanced segmentation of basic volume data
sets into smaller data entities which we want to call volume objects,

separately rendering of the volumetric data can be achieved. This
differently rendering of separate volume objects can be realized by
the implementation ofTwo-Level Volume Rendering (2lVR)intro-
duced in [10]. Based on these new possibilities to represent volu-
metric data parts with its own actual rendering attributes, the chal-
lenge of our volume rendering application is to specifically com-
bine the data of those volume objects related to the current view
direction and a predefined importance hierarchy of included ob-
jects which means the use ofImportance-Driven Volume Rendering
(IDVR) [9]. Depending on the user selection, any volume object of
the data set can be represented in the final graphical results despite
the fact that those objects may be partly or fully occluded in rela-
tion to the current view direction. Thus, the display of the critical
information will be far more enhanced and various extended uses
of IDVR based applications are clearly cogitable.

Main application areas of modern volume visualization have al-
ways the challenge to represent highly dense and complex volu-
metric scalar fields in a way that users can easily extract important
information and quickly understand the relationship of every sin-
gle image part to compose a correct general view of the visualized
problem situation. Especially, medical or engineering data fields
usually include many separate data entities like for example differ-
ent tissue layers, various organs, bones or in relation to engineering
data different engine parts. Due to the specific alignment of those
volume objects within the data set, it is often not guaranteed that all
currently critical data will be fully displayed to the user, particularly
if the view direction would be changed by the user. For example a
medical data set of a particular human abdomen created out of the
slice images of Computer Tomography, one of the main attributes
of such a data set is the high complexity regarding to a respectably
large number of included separate volume objects. Basically, the
problem we try to solve with our implementation is that some of
these objects are at least partly occluded by other objects in rela-
tion to a specific view direction. Imagine the exemplary medical
situation of a patient having possible colon cancer. Normally, the
attending physician tries to figure out whether that cancer actually
exists and at which state the caner already is. Due to the occlusion
of parts of the colon, representing the important parts of that colon
can be difficult by using ordinary volume visualization tools. Thus,
the visibility of the critical area could be hardly affected and com-
plicates the correct medical diagnosis. Due to the use ofIDVR, the
entire colon area can be correctly displayed independently to the



chosen view direction and the general view of the current patholog-
ical situation of the patient will be provided, i.e. particular size of
the tumor, location, near vital organs an possible ways of removal
of the tumor.

By considering this small and simplified example it is particu-
larly obvious to recent medical visualization applications but also in
other application areas of volume visualization that an importance
based volume rendering process has to be included in standard visu-
alization methods to guarantee the correct representation of critical
data to the user.

Current volume visualization methods are definitely able to
achieve high quality images regarding different rendering attributes,
rendering methods for entire volumetric data fields or single vol-
ume objects and user predefined properties like for example the
view direction and light intensity. Rendering of single volume data
objects can be only achieved in a step by step process consider-
ing the particular sequence of the volume objects along the current
view direction. Based on front-to-back or back-to-front composit-
ing of the precalculated sample points along the current ray, these
color/opactiy values will be combined regardless which actual im-
portance each volume object has been assigned by the data clas-
sification. Thus, volume objects which are represented by a high
importance value but are actually hidden by other objects along the
view direction can not be certainly visualized entirely to provide an
satisfying graphical representation of the those hidden volume ob-
jects. Even through explicit changing of the opacity of volume ob-
jects lying in front of the interesting data entity, they will still have
a visible influence on rendering results and will affect the quality
of the information representation. Thus, the changing of object’s
opacity to visualize hidden data objects is not very effective, partic-
ularly, if the view direction is not to be meant as a constant property
of the rendering process but can be altered anytime.

To integrate an advanced rendering method that allows the user
to clearly view specific volume objects entirely and independent of
the currently chosen view direction despite of any possible occlu-
sion, our introduced application usesImportance-Driven Volume
Rendering (IDVR)of [9]. IDVR is embedded intoDirect volume
rendering (DVR)and can be easily combined with standard ren-
dering methods of volume visualization, i.e.LMIP, Contour, Tone
or Direct volume rendering using Phong illumination modelwhich
are also implemented into our application.DVR is the basic vol-
ume visualization method which bases on the Raycasting algorithm
and calculates all needed rendering values at specified sample point
locations within the volume data set.

However, the use ofIDVR enhancement to correctly visualize
hidden volume objects additionally needs the specific importance
value for each voxel of the volume data set. Thus, each voxel con-
sists at least of two basic scalar values before the actual classifica-
tion has been applied. These two values actually represent the den-
sity distribution and the importance hierarchy of the volume data
set.

Regarding the enhancement ofIDVR the next modification is the
calculation of different levels of sparseness for each included vol-
ume data object. These levels of sparseness indicate various differ-
ent transparency representation of a single volume object, for exam-
ple from a very sparse one to the densest representation of a specific
volume object. Thus, those levels of sparseness can be used to mod-
ify the opacity values of current sample points along the view direc-
tion depending on their actual importance status of the associated
volume object. Afterwards, the synthesis of the resulting image
will be accomplished based on those modified opacity values and
already classificated color values. Since full transparency can be
also assigned to specific volume objects (define low level of sparse-
ness), it is possible to clip entire parts of the data set which may

lay in front of some more important volume objects. However, two
additional steps have to be integrated into in the standard rendering
process to guarantee correct classification of importance of sam-
ple points and also automatic selection of sparseness representation
which is called Importance Compositing. The classification of im-
portance values will be done by usingNearest Neighborinterpola-
tion based on the nearest voxel neighborhood and a singlefootprint
(see Section 4) for each volume object has to be additionally cal-
culated during the classification step. The compositing step selects
the currently needed sparseness level of the volume objects along
the view direction and assures the particular compositing of more
important objects. To achieve this critical compositing ofIDVRren-
dering various methods are introduced [9]. We only concentrate on
theMaximum Importance Projection (MImP)compositing method
which also has been implemented in our application.

This report describes an implementedIDVRapplication which is
able to render arbitrary volume data sets in respect to the impor-
tance hierarchy of the included volume objects. For detailed de-
scription of the defined input file format of volume data sets please
see theAPI documentationof our application [13]. The specific
importance values of every single object have to be selected by
predefined specific mask data files (file format also described in
the API-Documentation) and will be directly applied to the actual
voxels. Since the correct functionality ofIDVR rendering depends
on different handling of each single volume object, the application
also includes Two-Level-Rendering which is utterly deciding to re-
alize separate object rendering and, therefore,IDVR based render-
ing. Furthermore, the user has the choice of four different rendering
methods, i.e. realistic and non-photorealistic shading models, and
various rendering properties like view and light direction, early ray
determination, gradient thresholds, sampling distance and more.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section
2 shortly refers to related scientific work on which our applica-
tion is based. Section 3 describes all implemented basic render-
ing methods which in particular are the implemented realistic and
non-photorealistic rendering models includingTwo-Level Volume
Rendering. Detailed explanation of the functionality of those listed
rendering methods is also part of this section. Section 4 explains
the IDVR functionality in detail and how the standard rendering
pipeline has been enhanced to fulfill the key requirement of im-
portant based volume rendering. Section 5 introduces some imple-
mentation features of our application like the class structure of the
rendering pipeline and also some additional constraints of the ren-
dering process are described here. Furthermore, Section 6 presents
various resulting images ofIDVR rendering and discusses the qual-
ity of those results. Finally, Section 7 summarizes this report and
comments future chances ofIDVR integrated rendering applications
in practice. The following Figure 1 indicates the basic difference
between normalDVRwith Phong IlluminationandIDVR enhance-
ment which obviously is the integrated cut-out of specific image
parts.

2 RELATED WORK

Our implemented application is based upon several sources of sci-
entific work which provide theoretical models and explicit methods
to realize our self defined rendering requirements. With respect to
that importantly related scientific work we will give an overview to
several basic scientific works in this section. First, we discuss meth-
ods and further enhancements ofFeature Classificationwhich are
essential for high quality data classification. Besides, those meth-
ods are all viewpoint-independent and directly eligible by the user
to ensure a high interactively adjustable rendering process. The sec-
ond group of used methods is related to several compositing mod-
els, whereas volume object based rendering is of particular interest.



(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustrates the different results of using normal DVR or
IDVR enhancement. Image (a) displays a human head viewed from
the left side which was not rendered with IDVR and image (b) was
rendered by IDVR enhancement of internal features.

Particularly,Two-Level Volume Renderingbecomes a key method
to realize the separate rendering of single volume objects. Finally,
several shading models which have been included into our applica-
tion will be also referred and important specific works in that area
will be mentioned.

Feature Classificationis mostly related to the transfer function
specification which doubtlessly is a center part of the classification
routine but surely is not the only key part of a high quality data clas-
sification which we tried to implement in our application. Typically,
transfer function specification represents the mapping of basic den-
sity values of data samples to optical values like opacity and color.
This function class is also called one dimensional transfer function
because only the density value will be used as the input value of
the specific function. Transfer functions can be designed in various
way to represent the optical data classification of the entire data set
or just for a single volume object, also it can include manually se-
lected thresholds or boundaries which restrict the valid input value
range of the specific transfer function. Additionally, various shad-
ing or compositing models, i.e.MIP, Phong Illumination, Contour
and Tone, or cut-out calculating methods need information about
the gradient distribution within the volume data set. Thus, gradi-
ent vectors for each single voxel of the volume data set have to be
estimated by a part of the classification routine (see Section 5.4).
Among several possible approximation methods to calculate gradi-
ent values of a volume data set, two methods based either on Central
Differences in the neighboring gradient distribution (introduced in
[5]) or Linear 4D Regression by calculating a hyper plane corre-
sponding to the actual data sample have to be mentioned. This high
quality gradient estimation method is introduced in [7]. Actually,
the choice of the interpolation method is also directly connected
to the quality of the resulting images, thus the standardTrilinear
Interpolation is an important feature of our classification routine
although the computational effort substantially increases. Besides
the required transfer function based classification and gradient es-
timation, importance interpolation andfootprint calculation (both
in [9]) have to be also integrated into the actual classification to
provideIDVR capability. Thefootprint of a particular volume ob-
ject denotes the projection of a specific volume object to the image
plane which is the base data to perform the correctcut-out(also in
[9])) during IDVR compositing. See Section 4.1 for more informa-
tion.

Compositing modelsproduces the final optical values out of
various sample point values along a specific ray during Raycast-
ing. Especially, the segmentation of separate volume objects and

the inclusion of importance value based opacity modulation (i.e.
MImP of [9]) has direct influence to the final compositing method.
Basically, Front-To-Back or Back-To-Front compositing methods
as introduced in [4] describe the linear combination of the optical
attributes opacity and color of all sample points along a cast ray.
To take opacity modulation and therefore importance based com-
positing into account, those standard compositing methods have to
be modified. The first important modification isTwo-Level Volume
Rendering (2lVR)[10] which founded a substantial graphical visu-
alization field with comprehensive capabilities in detailed graphical
representation of volume data. Methods of this field include vol-
ume object based rendering which basically denotes to the separate
rendering of sample points based on the associated volume object
rendering method. The membership of sample points to a specific
volume object will be defined by an object identity number which
every voxel needs. Thus, objects with different transfer functions
or different shading models can be easily integrated into the ren-
dering process to produce the final image. The second modification
of our compositing method is the influence of the importance value
based opacity modulation due to the classification process. To effi-
ciently realize this, the addition of levels of sparseness is introduced
to represent various transparency representation of a single data ob-
ject, i.e. from full transparency to absolute opaqueness. However,
to select the correct sparseness level of each single volume object
along a specific ray during Raycasting, the compositing process has
to be enhanced in term of differing between the actual importance
of included volume objects. Several importance based compositing
methods are introduced in [9] and in particularMaximum Impor-
tance Projection (MImP)introduced in [9] represents an easy way
to clip unimportant parts of the volume data. Other compositing
methods of [9] are more complex in term of implementation but
have the main advantage to better control level of sparseness selec-
tion of each volume object. Thus, not only complete clipping of
unimportant object parts is possible but also some kind of reduced
opacity representation can be applied.

Shading methodscalculate the final optical values of a sample
before this sample can be actually synthesized with other samples
to the final image. Various shading models exist in the graphical
world and most of those methods have even not been designed in
a visualization context, i.e.Phong Illuminationwith specular light,
tone shading or more. However, to convey specific informational
contents of volume data sets depended on the requirements of single
users, different shading model have to be embedded into the render-
ing pipeline (see Section 5.2).Phong Illumination([5]) guarantees
higher realistic images, whereasnon-photorealisticrendering meth-
ods, i.e.Tone Rendering[3] andContour Rendering[2], are able to
visualize important information in an abstract but sometimes more
coherent way.

3 VOLUME V ISUALIZATION M ETHODS

In this section, there will be a short summary of the Direct Vol-
ume Rendering algorithm with Raycasting (see Section 3.1). Then,
standard volume visualization methods will be described, likeMax-
imum Intensity Projection (MIP)(see Section 3.1.1),Direct Vol-
ume Rendering with Phong Illumination(see Section 3.1.2),Tone
Rendering(see Section 3.1.3) andContour Rendering(see Section
3.1.4). Finally, the Two-Level Rendering will be described in Sec-
tion 3.2.

3.1 Rendering Methods

Rendering huge volume data sets is a common issue in today’s com-
puter science. There are various approaches to this, one is a Ray-
casting algorithm also calledDirect Volume Rendering (DVR). One
main advantage of this approach is that you can render the data set



directly from the volume data without having to fit it to geometric
primitives like polygons, which can be done e.g. with theMarching
Cubesalgorithm [6]. There are a lot of variations ofDirect Vol-
ume Rendering, but they all rely on the same algorithm (see Figure
2) [4]. The acquired volume data set from e.g. a computer tomo-
graph (CT) or from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) consist of a
3-dimensional scalar field containing 1-dimensional density values,
also called voxels. In some applications it is necessary to prepare
the acquired data values first, e.g. the correction of nonorthogo-
nal sampling grids in electron density maps. After that, the density
values are classified and shaded. The classification step assigns to
each voxel a certain opacity value, e.g. according to a transfer func-
tion. Now, every voxel has a density and opacity value. The shad-
ing process assigns to each voxel a color value, normally a RGB
value. This assigned voxel color value consists of a basic color part
which refers to the material color of the specific voxel and a shaded
color part which depends on the actual shading model. The basic
color is also defined by the transfer function and thus every density
value corresponds to a specifically defined color value. Actually,
shading is mostly the core of each direct volume rendering method.
After classification and shading, each voxel has a density, opacity
and color value. Some rendering methods also need a gradient for
each voxel. This gradient, which can be considered as an estimated
normal vector of a voxel, can be calculated with various methods.
Central differences [4] and 4D linear regression [7], are two meth-
ods, which will be described in Section 5.

Figure 2: Illustrated the implemented Direct Volume Rendering
(DVR) Pipeline. Note that all these rendering steps are actually
embedded into a Raycasting method.

Now, the actual Raycasting algorithm can start (see Figure 2).
Rays are cast into the scene from the observer’s eye point. Each
ray is then sampled with a certain sampling distance (e.g. 70 per-
cent of the distance of two adjacent voxels) creating an array of ray
samples along it. Of course, it is seldom that the ray samples have
exactly the discrete voxel coordinates. Therefore, the values of the
ray samples have to be interpolated. There are also various meth-
ods to do this, two of them will be described in Section 5, They are
called nearest neighbor and trilinear interpolation. This interpola-
tion can be done to the already calculated color and opacity values
of the voxels surrounding the ray sample. A more accurate way is
to interpolate only the density value of the voxel and then do the
classification and shading step for each ray sample. After that, each
ray has an array of ray samples whereas each ray sample along the

ray has a certain color and opacity value. The third step of the al-
gorithm, after classification and shading, is the compositing. The
compositing calculates the final color value for the rendered image.
It does this by blending the color and opacity values of all ray sam-
ples with a certain calculation rule in back-to-front or front-to-bach
order onto the image plane. The resulting color values are the color
values for the rendered image. There are of course again various
methods of doing this compositing step, which will be described
later on. As can be seen, the direct volume rendering algorithm
with Raycasting consists of three steps: Classification - shading -
compositing. Different methods of all three steps will be discussed
in the following subsections.

There are also some acceleration techniques, that can make the
Raycasting procedure a lot faster. Various thresholds can be added
to the rendering pipeline. One is an opacity threshold, to stop the
compositing of a certain ray if the specified threshold is reached.
This is obvious, because if the opacity reaches a very big value, the
ray samples that lie beyond will not really make any difference to
the final image. Another possibility is to insert a gradient magni-
tude threshold into the pipeline. Voxels or ray samples with a very
small gradient are normally those that do not lie on the surface of an
object. If only the surface of an object is of interest, this threshold
will make sense. All voxels or ray samples which have a gradient
with magnitude smaller than the threshold can be discarded. An
advantage of this approach is that the gradient estimation an inter-
polation is normally a very expensive operation.

3.1.1 Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP)

One simple and fast visualization method is calledMaximum In-
tensity Projection (MIP). It provides a very fast algorithm because
there are not very many calculations to be done by the ray caster in
order to produce the final image.

For the classification and shading step there is only a linear map-
ping of the density values in order to get the opacity values. That
means, that small density values result in small opacity (intensity)
values and big density values result in big opacity (intensity) val-
ues. his can also be seen as a linear transfer function. This linear
mapping is very fast, because there are hardly any calculations to
be done.

The compositing step is the actual reason why this method is
called ”Maximum Intensity Projection”. The final color of a ray
is just the maximum intensity value along it. All other values a
simply discarded. One disadvantage is, that any spatial relationship
in the scene is lost, because there is only one value along a ray that
is responsible to the final image. To prevent this, there is also a
compositing method calledLocal Maximum Intensity Projectionor
LMIP (see Figure 3).

With LMIP, it is necessary to have an intensity threshold. When
the compositing is done in front-to-back order, the color value of
the resulting image is the first intensity value along one ray that
lies over the specified intensity threshold. All ray samples, that
lie after the chosen values can be discarded, that means, that this
compositing method is also an acceleration to the normal maximum
intensity projection. Because of the consistence of many volume
data sets, there will also remain a visible spatial relationship in the
final image. The local maximum of a ray will often be the first hit
of the ray with the surface of an object (see Figure 4).

3.1.2 Direct Volume Rendering with Phong Illumination

Based on the standard rendering pipeline introduced by [4] the com-
bination ofDirect Volume Rendering (DVR)andPhong Illumina-
tion produces the most photo realistic image quality of all our im-
plemented visualization methods. Basically,Phong Illumination



Figure 3: Local Maximum Intensity Projection (LMIP).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Displays the Lobster volume data set with two different
LMIP compositing settings. Image (a) was synthesized by the stan-
dard MIP compositing, whereas the second image (b) was rendered
by LMIP compositing with threshold 0.

includes the calculation of ambient, diffuse and specular light in-
tensities at a specific sample point location in relation to the current
light and view direction. Due to this light calculation the synthe-
sized results obtain amongst others good depth effect and excep-
tional plastic appearance (see Figure 5). On the other handPhong
Illumination is very expensive in term of time and calculation con-
sumption because not only gradient precalculation has to be done
for every single sample point but also the costly vector based light
intensity calculation has to be implemented.

Our realized method ofDirect Volume Rendering (DVR)with
Phong Illuminationconsists of three main rendering steps whereas
the first, sample classification, and third, sample compositing, step
are actually included in the standard rendering pipeline (see Figure
2) and will be used for the other introduced shading models (LMIP,
Contour and Tone) as well. Moreover, these two main steps will
also be modified to gain2lVRandIDVR enchantments. The Clas-
sification step is based on one dimensional transfer functions for
opacity and color and will be also adapted to calculate volume ob-
ject identity and importance value for each sample point. For more
detail about the classification step see 5.2.

Basically, the compositing step is based on linear combination of
sample points along a specific ray using the ”sample point blend-
ing” method of [4]. Thus, this method is embedded in a standard
Raycasting algorithm and along each cast ray sample points will be
calculated and finally composed to resulting opacity and color val-
ues. Those optical values directly represent that pixel color on the
image plane through which the corresponding ray has been cast.

Figure 5: Illustrates a synthesized image with Phong Illumination
based on a human head volume data set.

The sample points are located evenly spaced (distance defined by
Sampling Distance) along the cast ray and all needed classification
values like density, gradient, object identity and importance value
have to be directly interpolated based on the corresponding values
of the neighboring voxels. The actual compositing of the precalcu-
lated sample points values (opacity and color components (RGB))
has to be done for each cast ray and blends the values inFront-
To-Back (FTB)order which means that linear combination of the
opacity and the single color components will be executed exactly
along the view direction from the front side of the volume set to the
back side. The formula for the intensity blending calculation for the
ray intensityCoutλ (ui) of rayui (see Equation 1) is actually a simple
linear interpolation of each single sample point intensityCλ (xi) and
opacityα(xi) respectively at the locationxi along the corresponding
cast ray. Notice thatCinλ (ui) andαin(ui) corresponds to the current
intensity and opacity values of the rayui which both are based on
the interpolation of the previous sample points. Additionally, the
current ray opacityαout(ui) of rayui has to be also modified by us-
ing the Equation 2 whereαin(ui) describes the current ray opacity
value (based on previous sample points). Thus, the interpolation
calculation has to executed for each sample point along the ray in
FTB order:

Coutλ (ui) = Cinλ (ui)+(1−αin(ui))∗Cλ (xi)∗α(xi) (1)

αout(ui) = αin(ui)+(1−αin(ui))∗α(xi) (2)

where

Coutλ (ui) = λ ’the component of color at specific rayui after

blending calculation ,λ = r,g,b.

Cinλ (ui) = λ ’the component of color at specific rayui before current

blending calculation at sample point locationxi .

Cλ (xi) = λ ’the component of color at sample point locationxi .

αout(ui) = opacity value at specific rayui after blending calculation.

αin(ui) = opacity value at specific rayui before blending calculation.

α(xi) = opacity value at sample point locationxi .

The second step of our rendering pipeline which corresponds to
the shading step includes the calculation of final sample color val-
ues which refer to the modification of the basic color values of clas-
sification by a specific type of shading method. The final opacity



value of the sample points will not be altered during the shading
step and is identical to the classification opacity value. As you see
in the other Sections, various shading models can be integrated into
the pipeline and each model produces specific image results which
convey a specific informational context. As already mentioned at
the beginning, this Section describes thePhong Illumination Model
which synthesizes more photo realistic images. Basically, we used
the standardPhong Modelwhich has been modified to the visual-
ization context and also includesDepth Cueingto gain better depth
appearance. Besides, gradient precalculation of every single sample
point is utterly essential for thePhong Modeland will be done by
standardCentral Differences[4] or 4D Linear Regression[7]. Both
estimation methods approximate the gradient vector of a specific
voxel due to the neighboring density differences and the sample
point’s gradient will be finally interpolated based on the surround-
ing voxel gradients.Central Differencesis a fast but low-quality
method which use the approximation of the first derivative inx, y
andz directions to calculate a weighted sum as the corresponding
gradient component. Otherwise,4D Linear Regressionguarantees
higher quality in term of low approximation error but the computa-
tional effort also increases. See Section 5.4 for detailed description
of those estimation methods. The implemented formula is now de-
fined as following:

Cλ (xi) = Cpλ kaλ +

Cpλ

k1 +k2d(xi)
[kdλ (N(xi)∗L)+ksλ (N(xi)∗H)n] (3)

where

Cλ (xi) = λ ’the component of color at sample point locationxi ,

λ = r,g,b.

Cpλ = λ ’the component of color of directional light source.

kaλ = ambient reflection coefficient forλ ’the color component.

kdλ = diffuse reflection coefficient forλ ’the color component.

ksλ = specular reflection coefficient forλ ’the color component.

n = exponent used to approximate highlight.

k1,k2 = constants used in linear approximation of depth-cueing.

d(xi) = perpendicular distance from image plane to sample

point locationxi .

N(xi) = surface normal at sample point locationxi .

L = normalized vector in direction of light source.

H = normalized vector in direction of maximum highlight.

Since a directional light source is used,L is a constant normal-
ized vector andH is the approximation of the direction to the max-
imum highlight

H = V+L
|V+L|

with

V = normalized vector in direction of observer.

L = normalized vector in direction of the light source.

Figure 6 exemplarily illustrates two images of the known Lobster
data set and a human head data set to demonstrate the capability of
image quality and, especially, the very good depth and plastic ap-
pearance because of the integration of light intensity into the shad-
ing calculations.

3.1.3 Tone Rendering

As seen in the previous section (see Section 3.1.2),Direct Volume
Rendering with Phong Illuminationcan produce a very realistic im-
age of the volume data set using a specified transfer function and a

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Two images of different volume data set indicate the real-
istic impression of Phong Illumination, whereas image (a) displays a
bonsai data set and image (b) is based on a engine volume data set.

global illumination model. Apart from these photorealistic render-
ing methods there is another group calledNon-photorealistic ren-
dering. The goal of these methods is not to create a very close copy
of nature, but to visualize the volume data in a rather artistic way. It
can also be used for technical illustration, as it is needed e.g. in user
manuals that involve 3D objects. One of these non-photorealistic
rendering approaches is calledTone Shadingwhich is introduced in
[8] and [3].

Tone shading is often used in technical illustrations, but it is also
used by painters. Its goal is to modify the tone of an object based
on the orientation of that object relative to the light [8]. There are
mainly two kinds of colors that are used to generate the desired
effect: a warm color and a cool color. Surfaces facing towards the
light will get the warm color, whereas surfaces not facing towards
the light will get the cool one. As can be seen, this technique does
not create a very realistic image, but as mentioned before, this is not
the goal of non-photorealistic rendering techniques. Because of the
coloring of the surface according to its relative position to the light,
there will still remain a spatial impression of the object. A good
choice for the warm color is yellow and for the cool one blue. Of
course there can be any other combination of two colors, but blue
and yellow produce very good results.

The final surface color of an object is formed by an interpola-
tion between the warm and the cool color based on the signed dot
product between the surface normal and the light vector. In volume
rendering, the gradient vector is used instead of the normal vec-
tor. The illuminated object contribution is calculated using only the
positive dot product, becoming zero at orientations orthogonal to
the light vector.

The tone contribution for a ray sample is, as mentioned before,
interpolated between the warm and the cool color, depending on
the angle between the light vector an its gradient vector. This is
summarized in Equation 4:

It = (kw(1.0+κ)/2)Cw +kc(1− (1.0+κ)/2)Cc (4)

Whereasκ is the dot product of the gradient and the light vector
as shown in Equation 5.kw andkc is the ratio of warm and cool
color contributing to the final result.

κ = G·L (5)

G is the gradient vector,L is the vector in light direction, both
must be normalized, so that the dot product between them will have
a value between 0 and 1.

The valuesCw



Cw = (Rw,Gw,Bw) (6)

andCc

Cc = (Rc,Gc,Bc) (7)

describe the warm and the cool color components between which
has to be interpolated. Here they are presented as RGB color values.
Rw, Gw and Bw are the warm,Rc, Gc and Bc are the cool color
components.

Now it should be clear, how the tone contribution of a ray sam-
ple can be calculated within the process of volume rendering. There
is also the possibility, to combine the tone contribution to already
calculated color values as e.g. fromDirect Volume Rendering with
Phong Illumination(see Section 3.1.2). This can be done by mix-
ing the tone contribution with an already calculated color value, as
described in Equation 8:

c = Itα + Ir (1−α) (8)

Whereasα must be a value between 0 and 1.Ir is the already
calculated color of the ray sample with any other rendering method,
e.g.Direct Volume Rendering with Phong Illumination.

By now, there has only been one light source in the rendering
process. Assuming that there can of course be more than one light
source, that must also be taken into account. This can be done by
summing up Equation 8 over all light sources:

c =
NL

∑
i=1

(Iti α + Ir i (1−α)) (9)

WhereasNL is the total number of light sources.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Illustrates two different tone shaded images based on a
human head volume data set. Image (a) was rendered with warm
color yellow and cool color blue, whereas image (b) was calculated
with the sam color properties but different kw and kc.

Figure 7 shows a tone shaded head with only the tone contri-
bution and no further rendering method. The light direction is
straightly ahead of the head. As can be seen, the result of tone
rendering is far away of being realistic, but the spatial relationship
of the head is still visible. It could also be enhanced by using a
global illumination model likePhong Illumination. In the figures it
should also be clearly visible, that surfaces, i.e. ray samples with
a gradient vector oriented towards the light direction become more
yellow, whereas ray samples with a gradient vector oriented away
from the light direction become rather blue.

Now it should be clear on how the shader works. For the clas-
sification step, there can either a linear classification be used like
described in Section 3.1.1 or, if you use a transfer function and mix

the colors afterwards, the transfer function can also be used for the
classification step, as described in Section 3.1.2.

For the compositing, there are also more possibilities. In Figure
7 LMIP compositing was used with a very lowLMIP threshold.
But there can also be used a transfer function compositing, like
described in Section 3.1.2

3.1.4 Contour Rendering

As mentioned in the previous section (see Section 3.1.3), non-
photorealistic rendering methods do not provide a close copy of
nature, but can also be very useful in the term of volume render-
ing. Another non-photorealistic method is calledContour Render-
ing [2]. Contour rendering is a technique that does not depend on
the data values, but on the gradient magnitude of the voxels and ray
samples respectively. Its goal is to produce an image on which only
the contour lines of an object are visible. Of course this rendering
technique is a view dependent method which means, that the view
direction must also be considered.

In the shading process, only those ray samples that have a gra-
dient with a magnitude greater that a specified gradient magnitude
threshold will be taken into account for the following rendering cal-
culations. All other ray samples will be discarded. Of course it is
beneficial to have a very sophisticated method of gradient estima-
tion. 4D linear regression will produce a much better result as e.g.
central differences, as will be described in Section 5. In order to de-
cide, whether the gradient magnitude of any given ray sample sat-
isfies the requirements to be used in the further rendering process,
a windowing function is used:

w(|g|) = 1 if |g| > tg (10)

w(|g|) = 0 if |g| < tg (11)

Whereas|g| is the magnitude of the gradient andtg is the gradient
magnitude threshold. This function can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Windowing Function.

One of the advantages of using a windowing function lies in the
nature of the gradient magnitude of a ray sample. In contour ren-
dering, the main goal is, as mentioned above, to produce contour
lines of an object surface. The bigger the gradient magnitude, the
more likely the ray sample with the given gradient lies on an object
surface.

As mentioned before, contour rendering is a view depended ren-
dering method, so the view vector must be taken into account. It



is obvious that the dot product between the gradient and the view
vector is needed:

κ = V ·G (12)

Whereas V is the view vector and G is the Gradient vector. If the
dot product is 1, the angle between the view and the gradient vector
is 0, so this can be used to determine, whether a ray sample lies on
a contour line or not. Ray samples on an object contour have an
closely 90 degree angle between the gradient and the view vector,
and the value of the dot product is nearly 0. In order to achieve
values between 0 and 1 forκ in Equation 12, the two vectors have
to be normalized first

s(κ) = (1−κ)n (13)

Equation 13 will give higher weights to voxels and respectively
ray samples that belong to an object contour. The exponent n of
Equation 13 controls the thickness of the contour lines. The bigger
the exponent, the thinner the contour lines will be.

Now, in order to achieve the final intensity of a ray sample, there
has to be a combination of the windowing function (Equation 10)
and Equation 13:

Ic = w(|g|) ·s(κ) (14)

Now it should be clear how the shading step of the contour ren-
derer works. For classification, the intensity value of Equation 14
can also be used for the opacity of a ray sample, because the opacity
of a contour line should be bigger than those that do not belong to
an object contour.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, a volume rendering pipeline con-
sists of three steps: classification - shading and compositing. The
first two steps have already been explained above, only the com-
positing is missing by now. For compositing, a simple maximum
intensity projection can be used, taking only the maximum intensity
value of one ray. In order to maintain a better spatial relationship,
there can also be used a (LMIP) as described in Section 3.1.1. This
avoids that some ray samples that have a higher intensity hide the
weaker contours that are closer to the viewer.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Displays two differently viewed images based on a human
head volume data set. Both images (a) and (b) are rendered by
Contour Rendering with indent contour properties.

Figure 9 shows two different images of a contour rendered hu-
man head which are actually viewed from different directions.

Contour rendering produces a very good first impression of the
volume data set without having to know the data set a priori. It also
works with only a few parameters and so can be used to get a first
preview of the whole data set without missing important features. It
also saves a time consuming transfer function specification, which
is one of the most difficult tasks of volume rendering (see Section
3.1.2), particularly is the underlying volume data set is not known.

3.2 Two-Level Rendering

As already mentioned in this report, the standard implemented ren-
dering pipeline is only able to treat all sample points which are di-
rectly interpolated based on the corresponding neighboring voxel
values in the same manner regarding sample point shading and
compositing. This approach relies on object based volume ren-
dering. Particularly, this means that volume object membership
of every sample point will not be used to specify and use special
shading and compositing properties for each of those included vol-
ume objects. Thus, inDirect Volume Renderingonly an appropriate
choice of the transfer function makes visual distinction and infor-
mational differentiation of separate volume data objects possible
within the volume data set but finding such a transfer function is
both very complicated and produced images with still limited qual-
ity.

However, to visualize large and complex volume data set which
contains high amounts of logically and graphically distinguishable
volume objects (i.e. imagine a data set of the human abdomen with
organs, muscles, different tissue layers, blood vessels and more) a
better and more efficient approach has to be integrated which ac-
tually enhanced the already realized rendering pipeline represented
by Figure 2. To use a per-voxel based approach for solving this
problem like Two-Level Volume Rendering [10] exactly promises
our defined requirements and, furthermore we need only to slightly
modify most parts of the already implemented rendering pipeline.
Thus, the specific object membership of every voxel which will be
assigned during the segmentation will be used to distinguish be-
tween different object properties. Therefore, shading and composit-
ing of sample points associated to specific single volume objects
is possible during Raycasting. However, the necessary modifica-
tion of segmentation and classification requires a more complex
and larger data structure with containing all needed volume ob-
jects and also the object identity classification of the sample points.
This includes the interpolation of valid object membership identity
numbers per sample point by usingNearest Neighborbased on the
surrounding voxel identity numbers. Each existing volume object
has an own and explicit identity number and each associated voxel
saves this number additional to the basic density value to refers to
the correct volume object. Thus, this identity number works like
a look-up table to the current associated volume object and only
based on the single voxel all necessary properties regarding cor-
responding shading and compositing methods can be directly and
easily extracted. This interpolation of the object membership iden-
tity number has been implemented in our application by using the
basicNearest Neighborinterpolation method.

Based on the use of explicit identity numbers corresponding
to associated volume objects with individual rendering properties,
each sample point can use its associated shading method which
means that separate volume objects are able to include different
shading methods. This feature increases the graphical quality of
the resulting images because of the significantly better differentia-
tion between separate volume objects. Thus, our object based ren-
dering approach is based onTwo-Level Volume Renderingto meet
the discussed requirements.Two-Level Volume Renderingcontains
two main rendering passes, namely local and global rendering (see
Figure 10). The local rendering pass includes both shading and
compositing of single sample points but always in relation to the
actually associated volume objects and their specified shading and
compositing properties. Due to the explicit identity number of each
volume object, sample point’s opacity and color values can be cal-
culated by the local shading method and all sample points associ-
ated to the same volume object will be blended during the classifi-
cation step to a final representation of that specific volume object
along the cast ray.



Afterwards, the second and global rendering pass will be applied
and directly calculates the final optical values for the currently cast
ray which actually represents the final color values for the corre-
sponding pixel of the image plane. In other words, the already
calculated object opacity and color values of the local rendering
pass will be composited to the final color value by a predefined
global compositing method. Figure 10 shows thisTwo-Level Vol-
ume Renderingconcept with the local and global pass which is im-
plemented in our application. It also points out that only those sam-
ple points will be blended together during the local rendering pass
which firstly are associated to the same volume object and secondly
are located in a direct neighborhood of the ray section. Figure 12
exemplarily indicates the enhanced capabilities of better graphical
representation of volume data sets.

Figure 10: Schematic illustration of both rendering passes during
Two-Level Volume Rendering. For the local compositing pass differ-
ent methods are used in relation to the associated volume objects
and, afterwards, global compositing will be applied. This image is
courtesy to [11]

Unfortunately,Two-Level Volume Renderingof [10] not only re-
quires additional modifications to the standard volume rendering
pipeline (introduced in [4]) (see Figure 11) but also increases the
amount of computation and, consequently time consumption. Es-
pecially, the efficiency will decrease significantly on only software
based applications, and thus a GPU based approach will be nec-
essary. To use theIDVR, as described in Section 4, this enhanced
rendering pipeline is absolutely necessary. Figure 11 illustrates the
modificated rendering pipeline which now includes the classifica-
tion of volume object identity numbers and the two compositing
passes.

4 IMPORTANCE -DRIVEN VOLUME RENDERING (IDVR)

In this Section a rendering technique calledImportance-Driven Vol-
ume Rendering (IDVR)[9] will be described. The two-level ren-
dering approach described in Section 3.2 created the possibility to
render a given segmented volume data set with a local renderer for
each object and to combine these values in a global compositing
step afterwards. But there are also some disadvantages this method
comprises. In many applications such as medical imaging, there are
regions of special interest within a volume data set, i.e. the exami-
nation of tumors in the kidneys, lesions inside the liver and findings
of lung nodules. With two-level rendering it is possible to render
these regions in a special way and so emphasize them. But first
of all it is very difficult and time consuming to adjust each local

Figure 11: Illustrated the implemented Two-Level Volume Rendering
Pipeline.

Figure 12: Three concentric spheres with different rendering proper-
ties which are actually synthesized by Two-Level Volume Rendering

renderer in a way that the result will be good and secondly, there
will always be some regions of less interest that will overlap those
with higher. Therefore,Importance-Driven Volume Renderingis
proposed. It extends the Raycasting pipeline described in Figure 2
to provide a mechanism to create a view depended cut-away view
to objects with high importance occluded by objects with low im-
portance (see Figure 13).

The first difference is that there is a segmented data set needed
in order to be able to render specified objects with different meth-
ods as in two-level rendering. After preparing these values, a third
dimension besides opacity and color is added to the voxels in the
IDVR-Classification step: The importance. The importance re-
flects the interest the user has to special regions, i.e. objects of
the data set. Regions with higher importance should be visible
from all view directions, regions that occlude them should be cut
away. After that, the normal local rendering process for all ob-



Figure 13: Illustrated the implemented IDVR Rendering Pipeline.

jects is done, including classification, shading and local composit-
ing. Before the global compositing along the rays, there is another
step calledIDVR-Compositing, which assigns aLevel of Sparse-
nessto each object,which will be described in Section 4.1, and then
modifies the color and opacity values of the local compositing step.
After that, the modified color and opacity values are blended in the
global compositing step to produce the final image.

4.1 IDVR-Compositing

As mentioned above, theIDVR-Compositingassigns a sparseness
value to each object. This value is different on each ray, dependent
on how many and which objects intersect the given ray. Sparseness
is loosely defined in terms of how much the display of an object
takes up screen estate. A sparseness value 1 will mean that the
object will be almost to complete transparent, while a sparseness
value of 0 means that the object ´should be complete visible. In
order to assign the sparseness value to the objects of a ray, there
first of all needs to be created a footprint of the image (see Figure
14).

In Figure 14, there are three objects, while object two is occluded
by object one and three. If object two lies behind object one and
two and has the highest importance of all three objects, it will get a
lower sparseness value than the other two objects, but only in those
regions where the occlusion occurs. If there is no occlusion at all,
the objects can be rendered in the most dense way. There are of
course different possibilities of assigning the Level of sparseness to
the objects, one is called ”Maximum Importance Projection” and
will be describe in the next section.

According to Figure 14 it should be obvious, that the footprint
of the volume is view depended. That means that the footprint has
to be calculated each time the view direction changes.

Figure 14: Footprint with three objects.

4.2 Maximum Importance Projection (MImP)

Maximum Importance Projectionis a very simple but also very fast
approach. As mentioned above (see Section 4.1), there first needs
to be created a footprint of the scene. After that, the level of sparse-
ness values of the objects must be assigned to all rays.Maximum
Importance Projection (MImP)is very close toMaximum Intensity
Projectiondescribed in Section 3.1.1. Along a ray, the object with
the maximum importance value gets the lowest sparseness value,
so that it displayed in the most dense way. All other objects get the
highest value of sparseness. So, objects are either rendered with the
most dense representation, or they are not rendered at all.

If Maximum Importance Projectionis done in that simple way,
there will only be a cylindrical countersink at the position of the
most important object (see Figure 15 left). There are several dis-
advantages with this approach. For example, if there is parallel
projection used, the spatial impression of the objects will get lost.
This does not produce very good results.

A better approach is to consider the cut-away view as a transla-
tional sweep with the footprint of the desired object as cross section
(generical cylinder). By moving the footprint towards the eye point
and scaling it, a countersink geometry is being created as shown
in Figure 15 right. The countersink geometry forms a conical clip-
ping frustum. During Raycasting, this can easily be achieved by
changing the starting points of those rays, that intersect this clip-
ping frustum.

Figure 15: Maximum Importance Projection with cylindrical (left)
and conical countersink (right).

To achieve this, there has to be some information about the depth
of the objects. The last hit of a ray with an object along the viewing
direction has to be known. For cylindricalMImP the ray samples



ahead of the desired object (object with maximal importance and
lowest sparseness value) are simply skipped. For conicalMImP the
footprint of the desired object has to be enlarged. Since the depth
of the object is known, this can be done by image processing opera-
tions on the depth image. The enlarged depth footprint is processed
by a 2D chamfer distance transform [1], a very fast way of doing
this. Now the new ray starting points on the clipping frustum can
be calculated as follows:

ei = emax−di ·sc (15)

emax is the maximal depth value of the desired object.di is the
distance of the ray to the object according to the depth footprint.sc
is the slope of the countersink andei is the calculated depth of the
new starting point.

Now there should be a conical cut-out geometry. In order to sim-
ulate the cut-out correctly it is necessary to modify also the gradient
vector on the clipping frustum, i.e. only the gradient of the first ray
sample on any modified ray. This creates a countersink effect. Two
components can be calculated using the 2D distance field, and for
the z-component, the slope can be used. Since gradients inside ob-
jects are normally very small, the gradient also has to be scaled up.

4.3 Color an Opacity Modulation

The last point to consider is what to do with the level of sparseness
values of the objects. As mentioned above, the objects have to be
either dense or sparse, depending on the sparseness value. A very
simple and fast method is called ”Color an Opacity Modulation”.
As can be seen in Figure 13, theIDVR compositing takes place af-
ter the local rendering steps shading and compositing, so there are
already calculated color and opacity values for each object along
all rays. So, these values can be modified in this step. One possi-
bility is to modify the saturation of the color of an object according
to the sparseness value. Colors with a high sparseness attract the
observer’s eye more that colors close to gray. Hence, sparse objects
will get a low saturation, whereas dense objects will maintain their
saturation or even get an amplified one. Since the saturation does
not change the occlusion of more important objects, the opacity has
to be modulated at the same time.

(a) (b)

Figure 16: Illustrates two differently rendered images based on the
same human head volume data set. Image (a) was rendered by us-
ing DVR and the introduced Phong Illumination Model. Otherwise,
image (b) was sanitized by applying IDVR. Note that the head of
image (b) contains a small green sphere with higher importance than
the head itself.

Figure 16 obviously displays the same head. The left one is ren-
dered withDirect Volume RenderingandPhong Illumination. The
right one is the same, but it is rendered withImportance-Driven Vol-
ume Rendering. Maximum Importance ProjectionandColor and
Opacity Modulationis used, whereas the opacity of the occluding
objects is set to 0, so that it is fully transparent.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we will discuss specific implementation features of
our application and also describe key elements of our software ap-
proach in more detail, particularly the implementation of the ren-
dering pipeline. Furthermore, some additional features of the ap-
plication which control the trade-off between general image quality
versus rendering performance are shortly explained in the following
section. For detailed description about theGraphical User Inter-
face (GUI)of our application and comprehensive description how
the application and how its different rendering modes works, we
refer to the separate application documentations [14] and [13].

5.1 Ray Caster Implementation

We have already mentioned in this report that the basic rendering al-
gorithm of our application is a standard Ray Casting routine which
integrates all three rendering steps of the actual rendering pipeline.
Ray Casting is an essential part ofDirect Volume Rendering (DVR)
in which separate single rays will be cast into the volume data set
and evenly spaced sample points will be interpolated (opacity and
color values) along a single ray. After the optical values of the
single sample points have been calculated in the classification and
shading step, they will be blended together by linear combination to
represent the final optical representation for the corresponding ray.

Each ray will be exactly cast through the middle point of an as-
sociated pixel on the image plane and the final color value of the
ray could be interpreted as the approximation of the actual color
value for this specific pixel along the view direction. The image
plane represents the viewable 2D projection of the volume data set
depending on the view direction. It is always defined by its width
dimension (note that the image plane is quadratic) and the corre-
sponding resolution. Also the current location in relation to the
volume data set coordinate system is an essential attribute of the
Ray Casting routine. Due to simplification reasons we assume par-
allel projection during the rendering process, thus all rays exactly
follow parallel to each other from the pixel middle point along the
view direction into the volume data set. This assumption saves any
additional projection calculation and simplifies the implementation
of the rendering process.

To implement this basically described Raycasting algorithm into
our application, we define following three main classes:

• The representation of the image plane(Class ImagePlane)
contains all needed attributes of a current image plane in-
stance which in particular are the orientation and location in
relation to the world coordinate system, the current view di-
rection and the current resolution of the image plane.

• The two render primitives ray sample and ray(Classes
RaySample and Ray)are represented by helper classes to
temporary saving of either all calculated values of a specific
sample point (density, gradient, identity number, importance
value, opacity, color) or all current sample points along a sin-
gle cast ray.

• The actual Raycasting method (Class SWRenderMachine)ac-
tually contains three different methods all based on the Ray
Casting routine to efficiently implement the three possible
rendering modesDVR, 2lVR and IDVR.

The followingUML class diagrams schematically illustrates the
most important member variables and methods of those mentioned
classes whereas Figure 18 refers to theImagePlaneclass, Figure 17
presents the two basic primitive classes and, at last theSWRender-
Machineclass is been described by Figure 19.



Figure 17: Shows the basic member variables and methods of the
two primitives classes RaySample and Ray.

Figure 18: Shows the basic member variables and methods of the
class ImagePlane which actually contains all necessary attributes of
the image plane during the Raycasting process.

5.2 Class Structure of the Rendering Pipeline

Based on the basic rendering pipeline defined by [4], we use three
main rendering steps to calculate the optical output values color
and opacity starting from input values density, importance, gra-
dient vector and object membership identity number. This three
steps pipeline (see Figure 20) is completely embedded into the stan-
dard Raycasting method (see Section 5.1) and will be subsequently
passed through for each cast ray. Since theIDVR enhancement has
to integrated into this standard rendering pipeline, we also added
an additional step to the pipeline which we calledIDVRComposit-
ingModel. Figure 20 shows that this new step is placed between
the standard shading and compositing step and its main task is the
modulation of the opacity of the ray samples based on the valid
sparseness values associated to the included volume objects.

To guarantee more program flexibility and efficiency in the ap-
plication we use a highly polymorphic approach to implement the
different classes related to the rendering pipeline. Thus, each ren-
dering step, i.e. classification, shading and compositing, consists of
several different eligible classes which represent a separate but self-
contained possibility to accomplish the associated rendering step.
Only this flexible class structure makes an easy combination of a
single classification model, shading model and compositing model
possible which altogether compose a possible rendering process
mode. With other words, this polymorphic class structure provides
all arbitrarily selectable modes of the rendering process which con-

Figure 19: Shows the basic member variables and methods of the
class RenderMachineSW which actually implements the Raycasting
process with the three different modes DVR, 2lVR and IDVR.

sists of one classification model, one shading model and one com-
posting model. To realize this required polymorphic class structure
each of this three rendering steps are represented by a general inter-
face which defines all basically needed method prototypes. Thus,
all deviated classes of the rendering pipeline have to integrate the
corresponding interface which relies to a specific rendering step.

We implemented two basic classification models which on the
one hand base upon an arbitrarily chosen one dimensional transfer
function and on the other hand integrate a predefined linear trans-
fer function. Additionally,IDVR enhanced classes are provided to
calculatedFootprintsof the included volume objects which are es-
sential forIDVR compositing. TheFootprint of a volume object is
the corresponding projection on the image plane and will be used
to estimate the cut-out. Figure 20 gives an overview to the interface
class of the classification step.

The shading step contains four different classes which actually
implements the possible shading models. For detailed information
about these four shading models see Section 3.1.LMIP, Phong Il-
lumination, ContourandTone Renderingare implemented in the
corresponding classes and provide the adequate calculation of the
sample point’s color and opacity values. Figure 20 illustrates the
interface class of the shading step.

The following step of the rendering pipeline contains the opacity
modulation of the current sample point to actually provide the re-
quiredIDVR enhancement. The key issue of opacity modulation is
the selection of a valid level of sparseness based on the associated
volume object. As already mentionedMaximum Importance Pro-
jection (MImP)selects the current valid level of sparseness level of
all included volume objects (see Section 4 and is basically imple-
mented inClass IDVRMImPCompositingModelSWwhich has inte-
grated theIDVRCompositingModelinterface. Prior to this adapted
compositing theClass IDVRColAndOpModulatorSWimplements
the necessary modulation of color (new specular intensity because
of modificated gradients along the cut-away borders) and opacity of
the current sample point. Thus, this class is directly included into
the base classIDVRMImPCompositingModelSW.

Finally, the compositing step have to provide the two required
compositing models which actually areDirect Volume Render-
ing (DVR), Two-Level Volume Rendering (2lVR). We have imple-
mented two separate classes to integrate the basic compositing
modes which areClass DvrCompositingModelSWand ClassLMIP-
Compositing. The second compositing class actually performs no
blending of sample points along a specific ray but chooses only one
sample point next to a local maximum reference opacity value. This
reduced compositing model is required to implement a correctMIP
shading model which do actually not include theDVR composit-
ing mechanism. Furthermore,2lVR is not included in an own class
structure but the selected local and global compositing methods will



Figure 20: Illustrated the basic class structure of the rendering
pipeline with IDVR enhancement (see 4) to calculate rendering val-
ues for a specific ray sample along the cast ray. The included classes
actually are Interface Class Definitions to provide standardized use
of different rendering methods within the Raycasting process.

be separately executed inside the Raycasting method (see Section
3.2).

5.3 Output of Rendering Results

Basically, two different ways to output the currently calculated ren-
dering results are integrated in our application, whereas the dis-
play onto the screen is the main output. Additionally, the render-
ing results can be directly saved by a selected graphical file for-
mat. During the rendering process a texture based data structure
is been used to save all already calculated results which actually
consists of the three RGB color components. Thus, we use the tex-
ture based output ofOpenGLto make the output process as efficient
as possible. Texture objects ofOpenGLprovides a simple way to
meet this requirement and will be directly initialized in the class
DrawModelby using the texture formatGL RGB, the texel format
GL UNSIGNEDBYTEand, of course, size and actual data content
of the calculated texture data structure.

Furthermore, theDrawModelclass defines the needed polygon
(GL QUAD) to map the actual texture on it. This polygon actually
represents the entire screen display plane. To guarantee an efficient
sampling of this texture during size changes automaticTrilinear

interpolation duringOpenGLrasterization will be also used.

5.4 Additional Features of the Implementation

This Section shortly describes some important and additional fea-
tures of our application to provide efficient and flexible processing
duringRay Casting. Most of those following features describe ren-
dering constraints of the implemented Raycasting process to control
the obvious trade-off between higher image quality and lower com-
putational expense. These constraints can be manually selected to
provide individual preferences of the Raycasting process depending
on desired image quality and maximum rendering speed.

The following listing gives an overview of significance and effect
of the single features to the rendering process:

Early Ray Termination (ERT). To shorten the computational ef-
ford during Raycasting, this easily implemented feature gives
the user control over calculation time and targeting image
quality. Based on the method of [1] we provide the possibility
to stop compositing of sample points along the current ray due
to a specifically chosen opacity reference value. This refer-
ence value refers to the a lower boundary of valid opacity and,
thus, if the current blended opacity value of the ray exceeds
this given reference value the ray compositing will be stopped
instead of going on until background has been reached.

Obviously,ERTalways produces lower image quality because
the entire amount of sample points along the ray will not be
used for the compositing calculations and thus the optical rep-
resentation of the corresponding pixel gains a higher approx-
imation error.

Sampling Distance. Due to all sample points along an actual ray
are evenly spaced thesampling distancemeasures this dis-
tance between to succeeding sample points along a ray in
measurements of world coordinates. Thus, the higher the
sampling distancehas been selected the lower is the amount
of sample points along the current ray and the approximation
error of the actual optical values for the corresponding image
plane pixel increases. The advantage of a higherSampling
Distanceis faster computation of the rendering process but
concurrent lower image quality should always be minded.

Gradient Estimation. During the rendering process of our appli-
cation the actual gradient vector of each sample point be-
comes essential and therefore, the voxel-based estimation of
those gradient vectors within the volume data set has to be
included into the classification step of our rendering pipeline.
We have implemented two gradient estimation methods to cal-
culate each voxel gradient vector. Those two gradient estima-
tion methods differ in approximation quality and computa-
tional effort. Obviously, the gained average error margin of
the gradient vector approximation has a deciding impact to
the final image quality, i.e. if the approximation error is low
duringPhong Illuminationthe specular effect will be visibly
smoother and will look more ”realistic”.

The first and low quality estimation method is calledCen-
tral Differencesand measures the gradient vector of a specific
voxel due to the explicit density values of the neighboring
voxels. To calculate an approximation of the actual gradient
vector the average sum of the first derivatives in the three main
coordinate directions (parallel to the x, y and z axis) will be
used, whereas the first derivatives will be simply assumed as
the linear difference between two specific voxels. The second
and high quality method approximates the gradient vector by
estimating the density function itself in a local neighborhood
due to the local 3D regression hyperplane of the calculated
voxel.



Interpolation Methods. During the classification step all required
basic attribute values of a sample point have to be interpolated
in relation to the corresponding nearest local voxel neighbor-
hood. We have defined that local voxel neighborhood as the
eight surrounding voxels of the current sample point location
in the volume data set. Particularly, the following attribute
values of sample points must be interpolated by an adequately
selected interpolation method:

• density value

• gradient vector

• object membership identity number

• importance value

We provide two interpolation methods which actually differ
in approximation error margin and calculation effort. It only
depends on the user’s preferences which of those two interpo-
lation methods is used to calculate the attributes above. Note
that the actual amount of sample point attributes which have
to be interpolated depends on the rendering mode. Thus, stan-
dard(DVR rendering only needs density and gradient values,
2lVR additionally requires identity numbers andIDVR obvi-
ously includes importance values.

However, similar to the gradient estimation methods above
two different interpolation methods are implemented in our
application whereas quality of approximation results and
computational effort considerably differ in both methods.
nearest neighbor interpolationis a pretty fast interpolation
method but produces extensively large interpolation error
margins, otherwise,trilinear interpolation is batter and more
sophisticated interpolation method but needs much more com-
putational time.

6 RESULTS

In this section we will summarize some important main properties
of IDVR and mark out the difference to standard rendering meth-
ods based on example images. As already mentioned at various
position in this report the key advantage ofIDVR is the advanced
visibility of included volume objects of the current volume data set
and thus increase the quality of images results because of sophis-
ticated graphical representation capabilities. We will demonstrate
this main requirement in this section with various images rendered
by our implemented application. Furthermore, some properties of
the implementedIDVR process are also discussed which are dif-
ferent sizes of the cut-out area and the specular intensity modifi-
cation due to the rearrangement of the gradient vectors along the
current cut-out slopes. Thus, specular reflection will also be added
to all sample points on the cut-out surfaces and not only on ac-
tual surfaces of single volume objects. Due to this important spec-
ular intensity modification the realistic effect of the rendered im-
ages will be guaranteed althoughIDVR actually relates to the non-
photorealistic rendering domain.

The basic volume data set which has been used to synthesize
the following image results allegorates a single human head and
thus will be called Head data set. The resolution of this data set
is 184x256x170 voxels and all included tissue layers and other
anatomy parts are completely included. Two different transfer func-
tions are applied to the example images. The first one extracts only
skin and bone structure of the head and the second one addition-
ally represents muscle and brain tissues. Besides, a second volume
data set has also been used for example images to supplementar-
ily demonstrate differentIDVR properties. This volume data set
has been synthetically defined and has a resolution of 2563 voxels.

It contains two outer concentric spheres and a small cuboid inside
the second sphere. Finally, all illustrated images were exclusively
rendered with Phong Illumination to provide adequate specular in-
tensity reflection.

Figure 21 illustrates the principal capability ofIDVRwhich is to
guarantee the utter visibility of entire volume objects based on the
higher importance although possible occlusion of other volume ob-
jects occurs. All three images displays the left side of the Head data
set with identical directional light coming from the view point po-
sition. Additionally, we selected the inner section of the head near
the cerebellum and the top end of the spine as the most important
part of the data set. This could be achieved by placing an translu-
cent sphere (separate volume object) at that location. The left most
image of Figure 21 was evidently rendered without anyIDVR en-
hancement, the other two images were obviously synthesized by
that rendering modification. Thus, the difference in presentation of
included information of the Head data set is evidently because the
inner bone structure of the head is clearly visible in the middle and
right image. This bone structure appears to be the connection be-
tween the actual head and the top section of the spine. The correct
light intensity calculation of the visible inner structure, in particular
that single bone structure, also is observable and the specular reflec-
tion on the front side of the spine connection can be clearly viewed.
Furthermore, the middle image differs from the right images in the
cut-out size and thus a larger and less important part of the head
surface has been obviously clipped.

The next example images which are indicated by Figure 22 dis-
plays again the Head data set with the identical transfer function
of the previous figure but with a different definition of the impor-
tance hierarchy. Also the light direction was identically defined in
relation to the view direction for both images of Figure 22. Instead
of the inner bone structure a particular part of the brain, called hy-
pophysis, is been defined as the most important volume object of the
Head data set. We have simplicity used a small blue sphere to simu-
late the actual size and form of the hypophysis because the selection
of a observable transfer function is very complex, particularly due
to the similar density values of the neighboring areas. Furthermore,
the hypophysis object was rendered with higher transparency and
diffuse material property to reduce the specular intensity reflection.
Note that the simulated hypophysis can be utterly viewed from dif-
ferent view directions although it is occluded by surrounding tissues
and bone structures.

A synthetical volume data set was used to render the example
images of Figure 23 which actually contains three volume objects,
two outer concentric spheres and an inner small cuboid. The im-
portance values for these volume objects increase from the outer
sphere to the inner cuboid successively and thus the cuboid has the
highest importance value. Those four images of Figure 23 differ
in the actual size of the cut-out area which is largest in image (a)
and is successively reduced to images (b), (c) and finally (d). Thus,
the smaller sphere (second most important volume object) can be
viewed better in image (d) because less parts are clipped away due
to the cut-out. Furthermore, the specular intensity reflection of the
cut-out surface is located at lower left corner which refers to the ac-
tual light direction from the upper right position (in relation to the
view position).

Finally, the last group of example images demonstratesIDVRen-
hancement based on a more realistic transfer function of the Head
data set. Figure 24 shows the human head from different view po-
sition, i.e. from the left side and the right side, and also varying
light direction. Due to the more complex transfer function we tried
to visualize a more realistic illustration of the human head which
contains not only bone and skin structure but also muscle and brain
tissue. Thus, the specular intensity reflection on the cut-out surface



appears to be more visible than in Figures 21 and 22. Both images
reply to the combination of possible realistic rendering model (to-
gether with adequate transfer function) and the cut-out of specific
image parts. Exactly this point is the main advantage of the use of
IDVRenhancement.

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Illustrates two IDVR rendered image of the Head data set
with included hypophysis as the most important volume object. The
actual hypophysis is simulated by the small blue sphere in the middle
of the brain section. Image (a) shows the right side of the head
and image (b) display the left side. The directional light direction is
identical to the view direction in both images.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23: These four images display a synthetic volume data set
which all consist of two concentric spheres and a small inner cuboid.
The actual importance value of those volume objects increases from
the outer sphere to the inner cuboid. Additionally, the cut-out size
differs in all four images, whereas the size of the actual cut-out
decreases from image (a), (b), (c) to image (d) successively.

7 CONCLUSION

We have shown that common volume visualization methods insuf-
ficiently provide mechanism to treat hidden volume objects. How-

(a)

(b)

Figure 24: Illustrates two IDVR rendered image of the Head data set
with different transfer function as in figure 22. A small red sphere
was defined to create a synthetic cut-out in the middle section of the
head. Image (a) shows the left side of the head and image (b) display
the right side. Note that the light direction is targeted on the lower
chin and differs in the particular view direction of both images. Thus,
the specular reflection is located in relation to the light direction in
images (a) and (b).

ever, volume object occlusion in relation to arbitrarily chosen view
direction within highly complex volume data sets has become an
urgent problem in volume visualization nowadays. Also in term of
creating additional ways of convey informational content to users
an importance-driven rendering approach promises new possibili-
ties because of the capability of selective volume object rendering
independent to the current view direction. Based on a importance
driven rendering approach the pre-definition of a specific impor-
tance hierarchy absolutely is essential and that importance hierar-
chy actually represents the current relationship between all included
volume objects within the data set. We also described thatIDVR in-



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21: These three images illustrate different sizes of the cut-out view with the lower middle section of the inner head to be most important.
The cut-out is that part of the image which has been clipped to ensure clear view to the important volume objects. Image (a) shows the head
without any IDVR rendering, image (b) illustrates a small cut-out and image (c) includes a larger cute-away.

troduced by [9] provides those needed capabilities exactly. In par-
ticular medical visualization applications need some advanced im-
age rendering to give users flexibility to choose which parts of the
data (i.e. specific organs or tissues) set should be fully displayed de-
spite of any occlusion. For example tumors surrounded by organs
or other tissues could be fully visualized and thus gives physicians
a better tool to treat those critical pathologies.

In this report we introduced an application which actually im-
plements this importance driven approach embedded in a standard
Raycasting algorithm. Furthermore, our application also integrates
Phong Illumination shadingand non-photorealistic rendering meth-
odsContourandTone shading. Thus, specific attributes of volume
data sets and of volume objects can be expressed by the chosen
rendering process in a more comprehensive way to increase the in-
terpretation of the graphical results. To actually meet requirements
of that described approach we implemented the Maximum Impor-
tance Projection method based onImportance- Driven Volume Ren-
dering (IDVR)which has actually proofed to be a simple and very
efficient way to fulfill our complements. We have also described
that IDVR enhancement based on a standard Raycasting method
with integratedDirect Volume Renderingand Two-Level Volume
Renderingcan be easily combined with standard realistic or non-
realistic shading methods. Based on this new approach we created
a more flexible and user-oriented visualization application than ap-
plications relying on standard rendering models, whereas the user
can individually selects specific volume objects which will be dis-
played despite any possible occlusion in relation to the current view
direction.

Our illustrated results indicate better informational representa-
tion and high quality of volume object representation. Since our
application is only implemented on a CPU approach time consump-
tion and efficiency still are main problems of this application and
any use of large volume data sets (i.e. data sets larger than 10243)
would lead to unsatisfying calculation times. Interactivity is ab-
solutely not possible without using advanced capabilities of at least
consumer graphic cards. Thus, future applications based onIDVR
enhancement should be directly integrated into aGPU approach
[11] which certainly provides much higher efficiency and interac-
tivity regardingIDVR rendering. Due to the increased capability of
current consumer graphic cards standard Raycasting methods can
be implemented into several correspondingFragment Shadersin-
stead of use some approximation methods like texture based ap-
proaches. Thus, the implementation of Two-Level volume render-
ing andIDVRbecomes much easier and can be integrated into such
GPU based rendering pipeline as [12] has introduced.
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